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San Diego, La Jolla, California 92037 
This paper deals with the problem of perfect reconstruction f the spectrum 
of a weakly stationary stochastic process x(t) from a set of random samples 
{x(tn)}. A broad class of random sampling schemes, for which the sampling 
intervals are dependent, is constructed. It is shown that this class is "alias free" 
relative to various families of spectra. It is further shown that the alias free 
property of this class of sampling schemes i invariant under random deletion 
of samples. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A problem of considerable practical importance is the determination of
the power spectral density s(A) of a weakly stationary, mean square continuous, 
stochastic process x(t) from a sequence {x(t~)} of its samples. When the process 
x(t) is bandlimited, s(A) can be determined uniquely from equally-spaced 
samples taken at the Nyquist rate. In ease x(t) is not bandlimited, aliasing 
occurs with uniform sampling and unambiguous reconstruction of s(A) 
is not possible. Periodic sampling with jitter, where the sampling instants 
{tn} are given by 
t~ =nTq- r~;  T>0;  n =0,4 -1  ..... (1) 
and {zn} is a family of independent identically distributed random variables 
with zero means, does not succeed in eliminating the aliasing (Shapiro and 
Silverman, 1960). 
A more fruitful approach is that of random sampling whereby the sampling 
instants {t~} constitute a discrete parameter stochastic process with appropriate 
statistics. Shapiro and Silverman (1960) were the first to investigate this 
approach. They consider an "additive random sampling" scheme for which 
the sampling instants {t~} are given by 
t, = t~_ 1 4- r~ ; n -- 0, i l , . . . ,  (2) 
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and {~-~} is a family of independent identically distributed positive random 
variables. They show that for a class of spectral density functions, the additive 
random sampling is "alias free" whenever the common probability density 
function of the {%} satisfies certain conditions. This result will be stated in 
Section II. In general, we say that the sampling scheme {tn} is alias free 
relative to a class ~ of spectral distributions whenever S()~)E ~9 ° can be 
uniquely determined from the spectral distribution of the discrete parameter 
stochastic process {x(tn)}. In a recent paper, Beutler (1970) considered the 
general problem of alias-free sampling and presented criteria for alias-free 
sampling relative to various families of spectral distributions. As regards 
concrete sampling schemes, he shows that the Poisson sampling is alias 
free relative to all spectral distributions. All other schemes presented therein 
deal with variants of uniform sampling for bandlimited stochastic processes. 
This paper deals with alias-free sampling of stochastic processes with, 
possibly, nonbandlimited spectral distributions. It should be noted that the 
significance of the random sampling approach to the perfect reconstruction 
of the spectra is indeed confined to these processes. This follows from the 
observation that, for these processes, periodic sampling, even with jitter, does 
not eliminate aliasing whereas for, bandlimited processes, periodic sampling 
at the Nyquist rate is sufficient even for the reconstruction of the process 
itself. The emphasis of this paper is put on the explicit construction of 
sampling schemes {t~} which are alias free relative to various families of 
spectral distributions. In Section I I  the problem is formulated, and previously 
known results are stated. In Section I I I a  broad class of random sampling 
schemes is constructed for which the sampling intervals {z.} may be depen- 
dent. It is then shown that this class is alias free relative to various families 
of spectral distributions. This generalizes the results reported in Shapiro 
and Silverman (1960). In section IV the problem of alias free sampling with 
skips is considered. This situation arises when a malfunction in the sampling 
mechanism causes the deletion of samples. A common model for skips is when 
each sample has a probability 0 ~< q < 1 of being expunged and deletions 
occur independently (Beutler and Leneman, 1966b). It is shown that the class 
of alias-free sampling schemes constructed in Section I I I  is invariant under 
independent skips. 
II. THE PROBLEM 
Let us first introduce some notation. Let R be the real line, R + the positive 
real line, ~ the e-algebra of Lebesgue measurable s ts in R, ~+ the restriction 
of ~ to R +, and m the Lebesgue measure. Let L~ denote the Banach space 
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L~(R, ~, m) and L~ + the Banach space L~(R +, ~+, m), and let (~2, Z', P) 
be a probability space. 
A real second order, mean square continuous, weakly stationary stochastic 
process Ix(t, ~o), t ~ R} with zero mean and spectral distribution S(h) is 
sampled at times {t~}. The sequence of sampling points {t~} is a stationary 
point process independent of x(t). It is required to perfectly reconstruct S(2 0 
from the correlation sequence {c(n)} of the discrete parameter weakly 
stationary process {x(t~)}, i.e., from 
c(n) = e[x( tm+o)  x ( t~) ] ;  n = 0, ~=1 .... , (3) 
where the expectation E is taken over both x(t) and the point process {t~}. 
The theory of stationary point processes has been extensively studied in 
recent years and the reader is referred to McFadden (1962) and Beutler and 
Leneman (1966a) for detailed analysis. For the purpose of the alias-free 
sampling problem one assumes that the point process {t~} has a finite average 
number of points fi per unit time and that the distribution function F,,~(~-) 
of tm+~ -- tm does not depend on m. 
We now discuss, briefly, the fundamental relations of the problem under 
consideration (See Beutler (1970) for details). Taking expectation i  (3) first 
with respect o x(0 and then with respect o {t~}, we obtain 
P ao 
c(-l-n) = [ C('r)dF~('r); n = 1, 2,... (4) 
, )  
0 
where C(r) is the covariance function of x(t). It then follows from the repre- 
sentation 
~o 
c(~) = | e,~ dS(h) 
tt 
and Fubini's theorem that 
:o 
c(~n) = f %(t)  dS(h); n = 1, 2,..., (5 
--co 
where q)~(h) is the characteristic function of t,~+~ -- t .... i.e., 
9~(h) = f~ e ~'a dF,~(~-). (6) 
It then follows by (4) and (5) that a perfect reconstruction of S(A) from {c(n)} 
is possible whenever there exists a unique covariance function C(~-) related to 
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{e(n)} by (4). This requires that the statistics of the point process {t~} are such 
that the set of distributions {Fn(~-)}~= 1 induces a one-to-one correspondence 
between C(~-) and (c(n)}. For example, let 50z denote the family of absolutely 
continuous pectral distributions S0~ ) with corresponding spectral density 
functions (A) ~ L 1 N L 2 and let F~(~-) be absolute continuous wkh corre- 
sponding density function f~(r) ~LI+ n L2+. Then (4) becomes 
co 
c(±n) = f C(~)f.(~) d~; 
0 
n = 1, 2 . . .  (7) 
and it is clear that a perfect reconstruction f s(A) ~ 50z is possible whenever 
the set of functions {f~(~')}~l is closed in L2 +. In such a case we say that 
the sampling sequence {t~} is alias-free relative to 502 • 
General criteria for alias-free sampling were derived in Beutler (1970). 
We only need the basic theorem given below. Let 50 be an arbitrary family of 
spectral distributions and let ~ be the family of measures induced by 
functions H of the form H = S 1 -- $2, where S 1 and S~ are arbitrary spectral 
distributions in 50. Then, 
THEOREM 1 (Beutler, 1970). The sampling sequence {t~} is alias-free 
relative to 50 if and only if with H ~ 
co 
f-oo ~(A) all(A) = 0 ]or all n implies H = 0. (8) 
Let F~(z) be absolutely continuous with density function f~(z). Then 
(Beutler, 1970), 
COROLLARY. Let D be the difference of two covariance functions corresponding 
to spectral distributions belonging to 50. Then {t.} is alias free relative to 5 ° if 
and only if 
oo 
f f~(~) D(.r) dT= 0 for all n implies D ~-- O. (9) 
0 
Previously known alias-free sampling schemes are now discussed. Let 50~ 
be the family of absolutely continuous pectral distributions with spectral 
density functions s(A)eL 1 n Lz. Let the point process {t~} correspond to 
a renewal process o that the sampling intervals {~-~ = t~ -- t~_l} are indepen- 
dent with a common probability density function fl(r) assumed to belong to 
LI+ n L2+. The resulting sampling scheme was called "additive random 
sampling" in Shapiro and Silverman (1960). The condition for the closure 
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of {f~(r)}nC~ in L~+ can then be stated solely in terms of the behavior off~(~'). 
We have, 
THEOREM 2 (Shapiro and Silverman, 1960). Additive random sampling 
is alias free relative to 5°2 if  qJl(A) tahes no value more than once on the h-axis. 
The Poisson sampling scheme with ~010 {) = /~/(/~ - -  i)t) is an example. 
Beutler (1970) has shown that the Poisson sampling scheme is alias free 
relative to the family of all spectral distributions. 
I I I .  GENERAL ALIAS-FREE SAMPLING SCHEMES 
In this section we construct alias-flee point processes whose sampling 
intervals {~-~ = t~ --  t~_l} may be dependent. We first construct a specific 
sampling scheme which appears to be the natural counterpart to periodic 
sampling. 
Let 
t~ = t~_ 1 + y; n = 0, Jc 1 ..... (10) 
where 7 is a fixed random variable with distribution F(~) on [0, ~)  and 
a finite mean 1/fl. It  then follows that, with probability one, the sampling points 
{t~} are equally spaced, as in periodic sampling, except hat the spacing is not 
a fixed constant but a fixed random variable with distribution F(z). We call 
this model "simply additive random sampling". The interest in such a model 
follows from the observation that one needs to select only one sample value of 
7 in order to generate the entire sampling scheme, whereas, for arbitrary 
point processes, the sampling intervals {z~} have a complex probabilistic rela- 
tion. We further note that if 7 is a degenerate random variable P[7 = lift] = 1, 
then the simply additive random sampling reduces to periodic sampling. 
It  follows from (10) that t~+~ --  G has a distribution function F~(z) indepen- 
dent of m which is given by 
F~(z) = F(TIn); n = 1, 2 , . ,  (11) 
so that the discrete parameter stochastic process {x(tn) } is weakly stationary. 
Let us note that if F(~-) is absolutely continuous with corresponding density 
function f(~), then 
f~(~) = (lln)f(-rln); n =- 1, 2 ..... (12) 
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Consider the family 5f2 of absolutely continuous pectral distributions with 
spectral density functions s(A) ~L 1 c~ L 2 and assume that f ( r )  exists. It then 
follows from the discussion in Section I I  that the point process {t~} given 
by (10) is alias-free relative to 5P2 provided the set of functions {f(.r/n)}~= 1 is 
closed in L2+. We found no general solution to this and it remains an open 
question. One solution is the following. Let the random variable 7 be exponen- 
tially distributed with f ( , )  =/3e -~, then the set of functions 
f~(~-) = (fi/n) e-~/~; n = 1, 2,... (13) 
is closed in L2+ by Szasz's theorem (Paley and Wiener, 1943). We thus have, 
THEOREM 3. Simply additive random sampling with exponential distribution 
is alias-free relative to the family 5P~ of special distributions. 
Next we consider a general approach to obtaining alias-free sampling 
schemes using point processes with dependent sampling intervals. Let {_t~} be 
a point process whose sampling intervals {_r~} are independent, identically 
distributed, positive random variables with a common distribution F(~-), 
characteristic function _~(A) and finite mean 1~ft. Let {t~} be a new point 
process whose sampling intervals {~-~} are related to {Z~} by moving averages, 
i.e., 
-r~ = ~ a,_,~_i; n = 0, 4-1,..., (14) 
i=- -co  
where {a~} is a summable sequence of positive real numbers3 The new point 
process {t~} has an average number fi of points per unit time given by 
fl = ~/~. a i and second order strictly stationary sampling intervals {7~} corre- 
lated according to the covariance function 
p(n --  h) = a_ 2 ~ aran ~+r . 
The characteristic function cpl(A ) of the sampling intervals {~-~} is then given 
by 
~t(A) = l~I ~(arA ) (15) 
r=- -co 
1 If the variance a2 of the .T~'s is finite, then the series (14) converges in the mean 
square sense, and since the ~,'s are independent, also with probability one (Lo~ve, 
1963, p. 251). In the theorem that follows we use a finite sequence {a~} so that the 
convergence problem does not arise. 
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and that of n consecutive intervals by 
%(A) = f i  ~(pn,~,A); n = 1, 2,..., 
q,=--co 
(16) 
where Pn.~ is given by 
r+n-1  
Pn.~:  ~', a~; n= 1,2,..., r :0 ,4 -1  ..... (17) 
k='r 
We have only evaluated the formulas pertinent to the alias-free sampling 
problem although other relations can be deduced without much difficulty. 
It is reasonable to assume that the correlation sequence {p(n)} between 
the sampling intervals becomes very small as ] n/--+ oo. For the class of 
point processes constructed above, we shall assume therefore that p(n) = 0 
for I n ] > N where N can be taken as large as desired. Equivalently, we shall 
assume that the sequence {a~.} is finite, say i 1, 2 ..... N. It  then follows by 
(16) and (17) that the distribution F~(~-) of the point process {tn} is given in 
terms of a finite number of convolutions of _F(7). Furthermore, if _F(T) is 
absolutely continuous with derivative f(~)~LI+C~L2 + then all density 
functions f~(7) c Lx+ n L~+. We shall refer to this process as a "correlation- 
limited point process". 
The following lemma, which is of independent interest in itself, will be 
used in the proof of Theorem 4 on alias-free sampling. The proof of the lemma 
is given in Bochner and Chandrasekharan (1949, Theorem 53 and 54). 
LEMMA (General Approximation of the Identity). Let h(t) be an arbitrary 
nonnegative function in L 1 having a unit norm. Define 
h,(t) = (1/~) h(t/n); n > o, 
and let g(t) be any function in L~ , p >/ 1. Define 
g.(t) = g(t) * h,(t) 
where the asterisk • denotes the convolution operation. Then, 
(a) ]lg~ I1~ ~< II h]]l l lgH~, 
(b) I [g, - -g l ]~ -+0 as ~--+0. 
The next theorem considers alias-free sampling by the correlation-limited 
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point processes constructed above. Let us note that the characteristic function 
~(s) defined by 
co 
9_(s) ~-- f e i~* d F(r); s = A + ia (18) 
0 
is analytic in Im s > 0 and bounded and continuous in Im s >/O. 
THEOREM 4. Let {t~} be a correlation-limited point process uch that 
(i) F(~-) is absolutely continuous with derivative f(-r) eL~ +. 
(ii) ~(s) takes no value more than once on the A-axis and for each ~7 > O, 
1 9(~18)/~(s)1 is bounded uniformly in Im s > 0. 
Then the point process {t,} is alias-free relative to the family of spectral distribu- 
tions 5P~. 
Proof. We have to show that the set of functions {fn(~-)}~=l is closed in 
L2+. The proof is carried out in several steps. 
(a) By hypothesis the sequence {ai} is finite, i = 1 ..... N. It then follows 
by (16) and (17) that ~%(s) is given by 
N 
%(s) = Z 9(P,,rs); n = 1,2,.... (19a) 
r=- -n+2 
Now if n >1/N, there are n -- N + 1 identical terms in (19a) corresponding 
to r = N --  n + 1, N -- n + 2,..., 1, each of which is equal to 9(As) where 
N 
A = ~ a~ = PN,I" (19b) 
/c=l 
The product of the remaining 2N -- 2 terms is given by 
N 
A(s) = I-[ ~_(pN.~S), (19C) 
r=- -N+2 
which is independent of n. We thus have 
~o. (s )  = 
N 
I-I 9_(p,~,,.s); n < N, (19d) 
r=- -n+2 
A(s)[~(As)]~-N+l; n >~ N. (19e) 
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The function A(s) is analytic in Im s > 0, continuous bounded and nonzero 
in Im s >~ 0. This follows from _9(s) being such a function (Shapiro and 
Silverman, 1960). Let 
B.(s) = [_~(As)]n; n = 1, 2,.., (20) 
and denote by bn(t ) and a(t) the probability density functions corresponding 
to B~(s) and A(s), respectively. By hypothesis and Theorem 2, the set of 
functions {b,(t)}~= 1 is closed in L2+. 
(b) We intend to show that the set of functions {a(t) • b~(t)}n°~ 1 is closed 
in L~ +. To this end, the lemma is invoked. Let p = 2, h(t) = a(t) and g(t) 
be an arbitrary function inL2+. It then follows that for each ~1 > 0, g,(t) ~L2+ 
and that given e > 0, there exists a positive real number ~/0 such that 
ex = [I g(t) --g,o(t)ll2 < e/2. (21) 
Next we consider the approximation of g,0(t) by a linear combination of the 
functions {a(t) • bn(t)}L~. For any set {th ,..., ~,} of complex numbers we 
have 
e2 = g,o(t) - -  ~ /zk[a(t) * b,~(t)] 2 (22) 
k=l  
is equal to 
e2 ~ (1/2~-)  G(A) A(~oA)--A(A) £ f~kBk(A)ll 
k=l  2 
by Parseval's theorem. Since supa I A(A)I ~< 1, we have 
e~ ~ 1/2~" G(A) A(V°A) 
.4(~) 
(23) 
Let 
A(~oS) (25) 
L(s) = C(,) A(s) ' 
where G(s) in Im s > 0 is obtained from G(A) via the Poisson integral formula. 
Since A(s) does not vanish in Im s >~ 0, L(s) is analytic in Im s > 0. Moreover, 
A(~?oS)/_/l(s ) is uniformly bounded in Im s > 0 by the assumption on _~(s). 
Thus L(s) is analytic in Im s > 0 and is such that 
oo 
f I L(A + ia)l 2 d)t < const; 
--co 
cr > 0. (26) 
tx~B~(A) 12 . (24) 
k=l  
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Hence, by the Paley-Wiener theorem (Paley and Wiener, 1943, Theorem V), 
l(t) eL2+. By the closure of {b~(t)}~= 1 inL2+ , there is an integer n and constants 
{/*1 ,-.-,/*,~} such that e 2 < E/2. From this, Eq. (21) and the Minkowski's 
inequality we have 
g(t) - -  ~ /%[a(t), b~(t)] 2 < e' (27) 
so that the set of functions {a(t) • b~(t)}~= 1 is closed in L2+. 
(c) It follows from the above discussion and (19e) that the set of 
functions {f~(t)}~= N is closed in L2+. Finally, adding a finite number of square 
integrable functions u-1 {f~(t)}~= to the closed set {fn(t)}~=N does not affect the 
closure property. 
Let K be the class of probability density functions_f(t) eLl+ n L~ + which 
satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4. Members of the class K can be found 
in abundance. Some examples are 
(i) 2(') -- fi _ is ' 
(ii) ~(s) --  (3 - -  is) 2 ' 
1 [2 - i s ]  
(iii) q~(s) = ~ in . (28) 
- [1 - - / s J  
Let us note that the condition on the boundedness of _9(~s)/9(s) is certainly 
satisfied if, as s --~ o% ~(s) ~-, s -~ uniformly in Im s > 0 for some positive 
integer . For these functions the discussion in Shapiro and Silverman (1960) 
on the generation of members of K is applicable. 
The correlation-limited point processes {t~} of Theorem 4 were shown 
to be alias-free relative to the family of spectral distributions ~.  It is fre- 
quently possible to extend this result relative to any spectral distribution. 
Suppose that f ( t )  e K and f ( t )  vanishes exponentially, i.e., f ( t )  = O(e -~t) 
for some a > 0. It then follows that _~(s) defined by (18) is analytic in 
Im s > --~ and ~(A + ia) is square integrable as a function of )t uniformly in 
a >- -a .  From (19) we conclude that the functions {9~()~ + ia)} are 
analytic in Im s > - -a/A and square integrable uniformly in Im s > --o~/A. 
Hence, using an argument similar to the one given in Beutler (1970), we can 
extract an exponential function e -w, 0 < v < a/A such that 
L(~)  = e-~e~(~); = = 1, 2,..., 
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and en(T)cLl+ C~L2+. Employing the same approach as in the proof of 
Theorem 4, one can show that the set of functions {e~(~-)}~C 1 is closed in L~ +. 
We then consider the relation (9) 
oo co 
f D('r)fn(': ) dr f D(~') e -~ e~('r) d~ 0; 
0 0 
n = 1 ,2 , . . .  (30) 
Since D(~-) e ''* ~L2 +, the closure of the set of functions {e~(T)}n~° a in Lz + 
implies e "*D(~-) -- 0 a.e. in [0, oo). Hence, D(~-) ~ 0, since D(~-) is symmetric 
and continuous. By the corollary to Theorem 1 we conclude 
COROLLARY. J[f the correlation-limited point process {tn} of Theorem 4 
satisfies in addition f(.r) -- O(e-~*) for some ~ > O, then {t~} is alias-free relative 
to the family of all spectral distributions. 
All the examples (28) have this property. For the Poisson sampling 
~(s) = fi/(fi -- is) the alias-free property relative to all spectra was proven in 
Beutler (1970). 
IV. ALIAS-FREE SAMPLING WITH SKIPS 
Malfunction in the sampling mechanism frequently causes the deletion of 
samples. I f  the sampling process {t~} is alias-free relative to a family of spectral 
distribution 5 P, the question arises whether the skipped process {t~'} remains 
alias-free relative to the same family. A model for the skipped point process 
{t~'} was introduced in Beutler and Leneman (1966a). In its simplest form, 
each sample has a probability q, 0 ~ q < 1 of being expunged, and deletions 
occur independently. Assuming that the probability density functions 
{f~(~-)}~=l of the point process {t~} exist, the corresponding set of functions 
{f~'(~')}~l of the skipped point process {tn'} is given by Beutler and Leneman 
(1966a); 
= (1 - : (m +n- -  I  - 1 ]fm+,(~-); n = 1, 2,.... (31) 
rn--0 
We show next that the alias-free property of the point processes considered 
in Sections I I  and I I I  is invariant under independent random skips. 
THEOREM 5. Let {G} be the point process with independent sampling intervals 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2. Then its alias-free property relative 
to the class 5P~ is invariant under independent random skips with q < 1. 
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Proof. We have 
~, , (a )  = [~l(a)] ,~;  n = 1, 2 . . . . .  (32) 
where 91(A) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2. It then follows by (31) and 
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that 
q~,((A) = [q~'(a)]'~; n = 1, 2,..., (33) 
where ~ol'(A ) is given by Beutler and Leneman (1966b) 
~Olt(,'~) = (1 - -  q)  1 - -  qg~(A)  " (34) 
We note that ~I'(A)~L 2 since ~I(A)~L2 and 1 / [1 -  qg(A)] is uniformly 
bounded. Thus the skipped point process {t~'} is an additive random sampling 
scheme and by Theorem 2, it is alias-free relative to the class SP2 provided 
~o1'(~ ) takes no value more than once on the )t axis. Now if A1, ~2 were two 
distinct points such that ~x'()tl) = ~q'(A~), then (34) would imply ~1(;~1) =
~ou(A2)--a clear contradiction which proves the theorem. 
Next consider the correlation-limited point process {t.} derived in Section 
III. We have, 
THEOREM 6. Let {t~} be the correlation-limited point process {t~} satisfying 
the hypothesis of Theorem 4. Then its alias-free property relative to the class SP 2 
is invariant under independent random skips with q < 1. 
Proof. 
(a) 
we have  
The proof is carried out in several steps. 
By (19), (31), and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
~. ' ( ;9  = 
] ) rI 
m=0 n - -  I r=--(m+n)+2- 
n <N,  
A(a) [ (1 --  q) _9(AA) ] n- -N+l  
(1 q)N--i [I -- q~(AA)J N-x [ 1 --  q_(T(AA) J 
n >/ N, 
(35a)  
(35b) 
where A(A) and the constant A are given by (19c) and (19b), respectively. 
We note that q%'0 ~) ~L2, n = 1, 2,..., follows easily from _q0(A) ~L 2 . 
(b) The skipped point process {t~'} remains alias-free relative to the 
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class S~ 2 provided the set of functions (f~'(r)}~l is closed in L~ +. It clearly 
suffices to show that the subset {f~'(~')}~=N is closed in L~ +. We then write 
(35b) in Im s > 0 in the form 
where 
and where 
~ON+r_I(S ) = W(s)[Z(s) ] r ;  r = 1, 2,... ,  (36) 
9-(As) (37) 
Z(s) = (1 - -  q) 1 - -  q~_(,as) ' 
A(s)  
W(s ) -  [B (s ) ]~- i  ' (38)  
1 - q_~(~s) 
B(s) -- (1 - -q )  (39) 
Denote by z~(~'), r = 1, 2,..., the probability density function corresponding 
to [Z(s)] r. It then follows by an argument similar to the one in Theorem 5 
that the set of functions {z~(r)}~ t is closed in Le+. 
(c) We consider now the effect of the multiplicative factor W(s) in (36). 
We first note that W(s) is the characteristic function of the density w(r) 
~,~=1 N-  1 . ' 
where um(~) is the density function corresponding to d(s)[~_(As)]% Now 
1 ~< I B(s)l ~< (1 + q) / (1 -  q) uniformly in I res  > 0 so that for every 
• / > 0 the ratio B(s)/B(w ) is uniformly bounded in Ims  > 0. Next, it was 
shown in Theorem 4 that for every ~7 > 0 the ratio A(w)/A(s ) is uniformly 
bounded in Im s > 0. We then conclude, as in the discussion therein, that 
W(s) is analytic in Ims  > 0, bounded continuous and nonzero in Ims  > 0, 
and for each ~/> 0 the ratio W(w)/W(s ) is uniformly bounded in Im s > 0. 
It then follows, by an argument similar to the one employed in the proof of 
Theorem 4, that the set of functions (fn'(~-))~=N is closed in L2+. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
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